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Centre for the GeoHumanities
Newsletter : No 4. October 2018 

Welcome to the fourth Centre for the GeoHumanities newsletter. Please get in touch
with us on geohumanities@rhul.ac.uk if you have news you would like to share or
would like your work featured. 

Upcoming Dates for your Diary
(more info below)

17th October - 31st October - Blood Bricks Exhibition- The
Building Centre 

20th October - The Timekeeper's Return: A Story-Based
Immersive Treasure Hunt

23rd October - Blood Bricks Exhibition Visit 

6th November-  Site Plot Hole: Writing Outside-In

7th December - European GeoHumanities Network Event

Upcoming GeoHumanities Events

Blood Bricks Exhibition: Untold Stories of Modern Slavery and
Climate Change from Cambodia

17th October- 31st October, The Building Centre, London 

Moving from the city, to the brick kiln, and finally back to the rural villages once called home, the exhibition
tells untold stories of ‘blood bricks’ and how they embody the converging traumas of modern slavery and
climate change in our urban age.

The Centre for the GeoHumanities collaborated on an event with the Blood Bricks team exploring the
intersection of creative research practices with the UK's  Global Challenges Research Fund   For further
details a please go to the Blood Brick's project site

 

The Time Keeper's Return: A story-based immersive treasure
hunt 

20th October, 10-4pm, Canterbury City Centre

A narrative-based immersive treasure hunt for all ages, in which players scan QR
code stickers to discover stories about locations in Canterbury’s Cathedral Quarter
 
The Timekeeper’s Return tells the story of Dr. Mia Augustina, a time-travelling
historical researcher who uses her power to explore the everyday lives of pilgrims
and settlers in Canterbury throughout the ages. Her time machine, an antique
navigation device called an astrolabe, automatically records her research diary
entries from the past in the form of QR codes, which are then visible in the present-
day landscape.

When Mia’s device malfunctions during her travels, trapping her in the past, she
needs some help to re-calibrate it and return to the present. As well as storing
information, the astrolabe’s QR codes act as triangulation markers, which will
connect the two timelines when scanned in order in the present day, and bring Mia
back home.

Reading the research notes from each code will enable you to navigate to the next,
following Mia’s travels through the ages and the things she encounters in these
different time periods. This journey will evoke a wider reflection on the people,
events and objects that give meaning to the places we inhabit in our everyday lives,
as well as the wide range of social and cultural forces that have shaped the
landscape in this historic quarter of Canterbury.

Further information: https://www.facebook.com/events/2160338487332046/
 

Blood Bricks Exhibition: Untold Stories of Modern Slavery
and Climate Change in Cambodia 

Exhibition tour: 23rd October-, 2pm, Building Centre, London
 

This exhibition tour will introduce the photography and research from the Blood
Bricks project. 

 
Moving from the city, to the brick kiln, and finally back to the rural villages once called
home, the exhibition traces how urban ‘development’ is built on unsustainable levels
of debt taken on by rural families struggling to farm in one of the most climate
vulnerable countries in the world. Phnom Penh is being built not only on the
foundation of blood bricks, but also climate change as a key driver of debt and entry
into modern slavery in brick kilns. Blood bricks embody the converging traumas of
modern slavery and climate change in our urban age.

Please go to the Blood Bricks project website for more information 
 

Site Plot Hole: Writing outside-in 
6th November  1pm, Senate house  

This is an invitation to Site Plot Hole: writing outside-in, a symposium on site-specific
writing. What does it mean to write as object instead of writing about an object?
Across the arts, humanities, and social sciences, there is an increasing interest in
understanding the non-human processes that unfold beyond the reach of disciplinary
convention and habitual modes of thinking; to plot holes instead of the wholesome
narratives that cover them up.

In this symposium we want to understand the hybrid methods and strategies
practitioners employ to write their site across poetry, architecture, art, and geography.
In the first panel, geographers and artists will discuss how they combine both textual
and extra-textual strategies in addressing their site, the place of writing in their
practice, and how they conceptualise the site of their practice. In the second panel,
we will hear how poetry, as a different kind of writing can inhabit these sites, and
ultimately how poetic and critical languages can be harnessed to move beyond
habitual modes of reading and writing. 

For further information please go to the website 
 

 
European GeoHumanities Network 

7th December, Picture Gallery, Egham 

The CGH has been awarded RHUL Research Strategy Fund money for a one-day
event on December 7, 2018. The event will bring together key scholars from across
Europe to brainstorm on the current state and future directions of the GeoHumanities
in the continent. We hope this will lay the foundation for a longer term European
Network for the GeoHumanities.

For further details please email harriet.hawkins@rhul.ac.uk

Update: Centre for the
GeoHumanities Creative

Commissions 

Creative Commissions Project Update: Matterlurgy
 

We are currently in the final edit stages of producing a film for the Creating Earth
Futures commission. Provisionally titled Rehearsals for Uncertain Futures, the
project focuses on a Sea Ice Simulator (SIS) and its role in climate prediction and
modelling.

Film, as with most artforms takes a lot of time, process and reflection to sculpt.
Editing, like sculpting involves constant assemblage, reassemblage and review. Yet
there is not a great deal of discussion around this process when it comes to climate
based artworks. The final object embalms its subject fully formed – but how did it get
there? Can we begin to think about an appropriate methodology for editing and
assemblage within the specific context of climate change and future scenarios? 

Read more on the GeoHumanities Forum 
 

Creative Commissions visit Padua, September 2018 

As part of the evolving collaboration between the Centre for the GeoHumanities and
the University of Padua, the Creative Commissions team was generously hosted by
our Italian partner during the national convention Le giornate della geografia ('The
Days of Geography'), which this year focussed on Public Geography. Ideas and
experiences of doing creative GeoHumanities work and building collaborations were
exchanged with a team of local artists and scholars working on the Street Art project.
The Centre is excited to welcome the project leader, Dr Giada Peterle, from the
University of Padua for the Autumn term to continue these discussions. 

Centre for the GeoHumanities
visitors 

The Urban Literary Geographies Project

Giada Peterle
Post-doctoral fellow and Lecturer in Literary Geography

DiSSGeA, Università degli Studi di Padova
 

Cities have always been at the centre of interdisciplinary research, their intrinsic
complexity asking for multiple languages to be told and disparate critical tools to be
understood. Taking interdisciplinarity as its main epistemological tool, the project
Urban Literary Geographies : Mapping the city through narrative interpretation and
creative practice (UrLiGe) begins from the re-emerging field of literary geography to
explore contemporary urban landscapes as one of the most relevant contemporary
spatial issues. Considering texts not as static representations but as emerging
practices, writing and reading texts are compared to the practices of
walking/driving/dwelling in the city, collapsing the borders between the ‘text about the
city’ and the ‘city as a living text’. The UrLitGe project crosses several lines of
research, from literary geography to urban and map studies, from the focus on
creativity and performativity to that on the recent field of comic book geography.
 
I am actively engaged in a creative and performative research process, trying to
embrace art-based methodologies as prolific tools within geoliterary research. In
fact, the UrLiGe project’s proposal introduces geography’s recent exploration
of creative methodologies  into the field of urban literary geography, hoping to
promote a ‘creative turn’ within literary geography.

Finally, the UrLiGe project assumes that the crisis in the readability of urban
landscapes is not simply a spatial issue for academic scholars but also an issue for a
broader audience of city-dwellers, whose everyday experience is defined by urban
spatiality's, practices, rhythms and narratives. Thus, through a diverse set of
research outputs (from academic papers to public art exhibitions), the project aims to
address both a specialistic interdisciplinary audience within academia, as well as a
broader non-academic community.

Urban sound: territories, affective atmospheres and
politics

 
Daniel Pavia, PhD candidate Universidade de Lisboa

 
The main objective of the research project is to explore the phenomenology of the
urban sonic experience, including both listening and soundmaking, and to investigate
the possibilities to intervene in urban territories through sound. The project’s
methodology consists on a participatory approach in which research questions, data,
and concepts were co-produced by the researcher and a group of twelve
participants. Daniel conducted two sets of experiments with the group of participants,
which included sound diaries and go-alongs, with the goal of exploring the
phenomenology of listening and soundmaking. In addition, he conducted two
geoethnographic studies – one in Chiado, Lisbon, and another in Quinta da Piedade,
Vila Franca de Xira – with the purpose of exploring how sonic interventions in urban
space that engage with listening and soundmaking have the capacity of altering
urban territories by acting on the distribution of the sensible or by enacting worlds.

 

The Contemporary Spaces of the Camino De Santiago;
visions and potentialities of the creative industries

Lucrezia Lopez is a Post-Doctoral Researcher at the Department of Geography of
the University of Santiago de Compostela

 
The project concerns the Camino de Santiago de Compostela, one of the oldest
religious routes in Europe. It came into being as a major pilgrim route in the Middle
Ages and nowadays it is the leading pilgrimage route in Western Europe. Along the
same, pilgrims and tourists of different confessions share the same polysemic space.
This leads to a continuous spatial re-semantization, which is enhanced by the power
of action of contemporary society, making the human being the creator of personal,
imagined and lived spaces. S/he produces and disseminates images through written,
visual, and sound production. Hence, everything related to the Camino coexists with
information mediated by shared social, cultural and individual experiences in the
creative industries. As a result, the Camino is being characterized by new production
and consumption schemes. The project investigates how literature, cinema and
Internet are “using and re-elaborating” the material and immaterial factors of the
Camino. Its main aim is investigating the production of its contemporary spaces in
these three creative and cultural industries. The work of these “informal actors”
produces positive images and mental maps that motivate and support motion under
the form of pilgrimage.

Centre for the GeoHumanities
Featured Projects 

Sounding Environmental Change 

Varyl Thorndycraft, Dept of Geography, Centre for Quaternary Research 

Now that my Patagonian research is starting to be published, I am planning to travel
there to record field sounds from key locations relevant to understanding
catastrophic lake drainage and mega-flood events at the end of the last ice age. To
learn skills in field recording, I attended an environmental sound recording course,
organised by the CAMP art collective based in the French Pyrennees. The course
was led by one of the world’s leading field recordists, Chris Watson, who was able to
provide expert guidance on technology and recording technique. I put this into
practice by recording spatial changes in river sounds from source to mouth in the Till
basin (Northumberland) – a landscape I have published about as a physical
geographer. Land of Singing Waters is now available to stream
at https://drvarylthorndycraft.bandcamp.com. I have started to blog about my field
recordings, alongside writings on geomorphology and landscape-inspired art and
music, at https://geopsych.blog. A field recording/sound art imprint has expressed
interest in publishing my planned Patagonian recordings and geomorphological
sound map.
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